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Detailed knowledge of macroscopic parameters of the near-surface plasma provides impor-

tant information for optimizing the laser energy transfer in shock-ignition scenarios. In series of

experiments performed at the Prague Asterix Laser System (PALS [1]), anomalous behaviour

of the plasma parameters has been observed in dependence on the laser intensity [2]. Here we

present precise x-ray spectroscopic data used to analyze environmental conditions in the plasma

studied and provide theoretical model explaining experimental observations.

The effective temperature and density obtained by means of x-ray spectroscopy were mea-

sured on chlorine-doped plastic targets irradiated by laser with intensity varied over almost

two orders of magnitude. The recorded spectra indicate that the temperature is only slightly

increasing with the laser intensity, while the density increases approximately three times over

the studied intensity range.

To understand these dependencies, a set of 2D hydrodynamic simulations have been per-

formed and postprocessed using a collisional-radiative spectral code.

Figure 1: Experimentally observed spectrum.

The effective plasma parameters have been es-

timated from the resulting time– and spatially

integrated synthetic spectra, and two diverse

regimes were observed: At lower laser intensities

(< 5× 1014 Wcm2), significant increase of the sur-

face temperature and no change of the density with

the increasing laser intensity was found. For the

higher intensity range, corresponding to our experi-

mental conditions, the temperature increase stopped

while the effective density started to rise, in agree-

ment with the experimental data.
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Experiment

Figure 2: Experimental spectra from three

shots with various intensities (color) fitted

with synthetic lineouts (black) and estimated

parameters.

The experiment was performed with the PALS

[1] main beam with wavelength λ = 1315 nm and

pulse duration τ = 250 ps. The focal spot diameter

on the target surface was varied in the range rL =

50÷ 200 µm and the energy between 50÷ 500 J,

altogether producing range of focused intensities

I = 5× 1014 ÷2× 1016 Wcm2.

The target was made of Cu substrate covered with

a 25 µm thick layer of Cl–doped plastic (parylene-

C). This material was chosen as the plastic mimics

the outer layer of inertial confinement fusion pel-

let, and the Cl dopant was added because of diag-

nostic purposes. While most of present diagnostic

complexes studied the shock wave velocity, plasma

evolution, and parametric instabilities[4], this article focuses on the x–ray spectroscopic di-

agnostics only. This was realized by means of spectrometer employing spherically bent mica

crystal (2d = 19.84 Å, r = 150 mm), the detection medium was an x–ray film. This spectrom-

eter was setup to observe the H– and He–like Cl emission in 4th and 5th spectroscopical order.

Both orders overlapped on the film, as seen in Fig. 1.

For the estimation of the effective plasma parameters, selected part of the experimental spec-

trum was compared to a set of synthetic spectra calculated by the PrismSpect code [3] for

various temperatures and densities. The effective experimental parameters were then estimated

as the parameters of the best fitting synthetic spectrum.

Figure 3: Plasma evolution as calculated by

the hydrodynamic simulation.

For the evaluation, just the part of the spectra in

the range 3.50 ÷ 3.55 Å was used, as this region

contains the Heδ and Lyβ lines. These lines are very

suitable for parameter evaluation, because the the

ratio of H– and He–like ions reflects the plasma

temperature, while their width is sensitive to plasma

density. Both lines have also relatively low optical

thickness, thus the estimation is not significantly af-

fected by the radiative transport. The result of fitting

is shown in Fig. 2.
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Modeling

Figure 4: Synthetic spectra. Each spectrum

represents one postprocessed hydrosimula-

tion, with given laser intensity [Wcm2].

Figure 5: Comparison of experimentally ob-

served effective plasma parameters with the

parameters obtained by postprocessing of

simulations.

The plasma evolution for various laser inten-

sities was modeled by a 2D hydrodynamic code

Multi2D [5], Fig. 3 presents the parameters from

the hydrosimulation. The Lagrangian grid, shown

in the top row with temperatures, had to be re-

calculated onto an Eulerian rectangular mesh (bot-

tom row with densities), which is more suitable

for spectral postprocessing. The gray areas in den-

sities marks the laser critical density (ne,crit. =

6.4× 1020 cm−3, i.e. ρcrit = 2 mg cm−3).

These hydrodynamic data were loaded into the

Cretin collisional–radiative code[6], which calcu-

lates the population distribution and spectral emis-

sivity for each cell and time of the data. Finally

it performs the line–of–sight and time integration,

creating synthetic spectra (Fig. 4) which can be

directly compared to the experimental ones. With

these spectra, the same procedure of evaluation of

effective parameters was done as was done as in the

case of experimental data.

Results and discussion

The results of both experiments and simulations are summarized in Fig. 5. For experimen-

tal data in the intensity range 5× 1014 ÷ 2× 1016 Wcm2, the temperature is increasing very

slowly from about 650 till 700 eV, however the density is growing exponentially from 20 to

60 mg cm−3. The simulations reconstruct this behaviour qualitatively, however they predict

much higher (≈ 1000 eV) maximal temperatures.

To investigate this behaviour, the time and spatial profiles of relevant emission were studied

in the output from spectral simulations. Fig. 6 reveals a spatial separation of production of both

lines of interest: The Heδ line is emitted in the denser plasma close to the target surface, while

the Lyβ is emitted dominantly further from the target. This separation, however, does not affect

the measurement significantly. This figure also shows that the radiation is dominantly emitted

during the time interval 0±200 ps around the laser peak maximum.
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Figure 6: Time and 1D (axially) resolved

emission of Heδ (red) and Lyβ (green) spec-

tral lines. Yellow color represents mixing of

both color channels.

Figure 7: Comparison of effective parame-

ters to the hydrodynamic evolution.

Further comparison is shown in Fig. 7: 1D re-

solved on–axis plasma distribution during laser

peak maximum (t = 0) is represented by blue

(density) and violet (temperature) lines. Red and

green lines show the He and Ly emission intensity

from Cretin spectral postprocessing (similarly as in

Fig. 6). The horizontal markers represent the effec-

tive parameters obtained from the experiment: it re-

veals that they reproduce the values from hydrosim-

ulations at z ≈ 100 µm.

Finally, we can summarize these observations:

• The radiation is emitted in temporal interval

±200 ps around the laser peak maximum.

• The increasing density reflects the increase of

pressure close to the target surface at higher

intensities.

• Plasma pressure at the target surface can be

estimated from observed parameters ranging

between 150 GPa for low laser intensities till

700 GPa for the highest ones.

• A deeper understanding of the plasma behav-

ior contributes to better interpretation of experimental results.
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